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INTRODUCTION

Many muitiproduct Industries sell 'systems', 1. e lines

of products where each good cannot, or usually is not, used

separately but might still be bought separately. Examples

of such industries are the computer industry, where a

'system' involves both hardware and software, and the

amateur photography industry, where the typical product

line includes cameras, lenses, negatives and film

processing services.

In some of these industries, every component of a

system produced by a firm can be used with every component

manufactured by another firm. This is the case for the

home-stereo industry where, for example, a Sanyo tape deck

can be combined with a Pioneer receiver and Kenwood

speakers. Such industries are referred to as (fully)

compatible.

In other instances, the systems produced by different

firms are not compatible at all, as exemplified by the

video industry where VCRs and Beta recorders coexist.

To the extent that compatibility, or the absence

thereof, results from a conscious decision by manufactu-

rers, the firms' incentives to produce compatible products

and the social optimality of such incentives must be

examined.

In the -by now standard- framework first explored by

Katz-Shapiro< 1985) and Farrell-Saloner ( 1985 ) , a system of



compatible components Is treated as a single good charac-

terized by positive consumption externalities. Such

'network externalities' arise because consumers ' en Joyment

of a system Increases with the number of other consumers

using compatible products. The larger the 'network' of

compatible goods Is, the better are the possibilities of

exchange, the quality of after-sale services and the

Information available.

With network externalities, the firms ' Incentives to

produce compatible systems and the social optlmallty of

these private Incentives have been shown to depend on the

firms' relative size and on how compatibility can be

enforced. If compatibility can only be achieved with the

agreement of all firms (adoption of a common standard), any

privately profitable industry-wide standard is socially

desirable, but some socially desirable standardization will

be rejected. If, on the other hand, standardization can be

enforced unilaterally (by building an adapter) and firms

differ greatly in sizes, private incentives to standardize

might be too high (see Katz-Shapiro 1985).

These welfare results are criticized by Farrell and

Saloner (1985c) who argue that standardization has an extra

social cost since it reduces product variety. They show

that if the trade-off between network externalities and

product variety is explicitly considered, the firms'

incentives to produce compatible products can more easily

be socially excessive.



Although Katz-Shaplro and Farrell-Saloner recognize

that Issues of standardization mostly arise In Industries

producing 'systems ', they model the firms as selling a

single good. This Implicitly assumes either that every

firm sells every component of a system treated as a

homogenous good or that the firms each sell one similar

(e.g. software) component to consumers who have already

bought the rest of the 'system' (e.g. the personal

computer )

.

The purpose of this paper Is to show that additional

Insights about these Issues can be gained by explicitly

considering a system as a set of components Instead of

treating It as a single good.

We consider Industries where each firm has a full line

of products. In the sense that It sells every component of

a complete system. Two main arguments are developped.

First, contrary to Farrell and Saloner's argument,

product compatibility might Indeed Increase the range of

consumers' choices. If compatibility prevails, consumers

can assemble their own systems by buying components from

different firms. If, on the other hand, the components

manufactured by different firms are not compatible, the

buyers must purchase the full system from a single

supplier. The number of different systems available to

consumers is thus greater when the firms produce compatible

components. It follows that compatibility enables some



consumers to obtain a system whose features are closer to

their Ideal.

Secondly, we show that, even In the absence of network

externalities, there are Incentives for the firms to

produce compatible systems. Indeed, In a game where firms

decide whether or not to make their system compatible

before competing on prices and, compatibility Is shown to

be the unique outcome of symmetric perfect Nash equili-

bria whenever standardization can be enforced unilaterally.

This Is the result of two effects. First, as was Just

mentioned, compatibility enables consumers to get a more

satisfactory system. This shifts the consumers' demand

curves upwards, making the market more profitable. Second,

compatibility weakens the firms' incentives to cut prices.

When firms sell incompatible components, a decrease in one

firm's price Increases its sales at the expense of its

rivals' sales. With compatibility however, cutting the

price of one good will Increase the sales of all systems

using this component, including systems which combine it

with components produced by other firms. In other words,

some of the benefits of the price cut will not be

appropriated by the price cutting firm so that firms will

behave less aggressively than in the case of Incompatiblty

.

Finally, It is shown that the move from an incompa-

tible to a compatible Industry unambiguously decreases the

welfare of some consumers, while it makes some other

consumers better off. Consumer surplus and social surplus



(gross of standardization costs) are also shown to be

generally higher when full compatibility prevails. If

standardization coats are introduced however, compatibility

can arise as the equilibrium outcome of the game, even

though it is socially inferior to incompatibility.

The basic model is presented in section 1 and the

symmetric equilibrium prices under compatibility and

incompatibility are determined in section 2. Section 3

ranks the firms' profits in the two equilibria, while

section 4 examines the welfare implications of compa-

tibility. Section 5 extends the analysis to cases where

the market is not completely served and provides more

precise welfare results, while section 6 proposes an

alternative intuition for the results o'-jtained.

Section 7 examines the incentives for firms to produce

partially compatible systems, and section 6 discusses the

firms' incentives to offer tie-in discounts. Section 9

briefly summarizes the results, discusses their

applicability and suggests a few areas for future research.



I. THE MODEL

l^S]f«t*M_and_Coiiponentii

Two i±rma, A and B, each Manufacture a ^ayatea' made

of tvo coaponenta. Define X aa the 1 coaponent

produced by the J^^ firm (1 1,2 and j » A,B). If the

componenta acid by the tvo firaa are not coapatlble, only

tvo ayatema are available for the conauaera to purchase :

flra A'a aysten, X , vhlch combines X. and X-., and firm

B' aytem, X , combining X _ and X .

DO 1 4&D

If the components produced by the tvo firms are all

compatible, consumers can choose among four systems t

-X.., vhlch Includes X.. and X _.
AA lA 2A

^AB' • • ^lA •"** ^ 2B

-^BA' • • X^g and X^^

BB " " IB 2B

2^Flra8

The follovlng tvo-stage game la solved for Its

symmetric perfect Nash equilibrium. In the first stage,

each firm almultaneously decides vhether or not to make Iti

comfMDnenta compatible vlth Its rival's. In the second



tag*, ftrmm conpet* on pricvs, taking th* othar flra'a

prlcaa as glvan, l.a. flrna bahava as Bartrand coapatltora.

Both flraa produca tha tvo componanta of a ayataa and

chooaa thalr tvo-ataga atrataglaa in ordar to aaxlalza

thalr own proflta. Each conponant la produced at a

conatant aarglnal coat and thara ara no aoonoalaa of aoop*.

Without loaa of generality, the Marginal coats are all set

equal to zero.

There are tvo different gaaea, according to whether or

not a consensus Is required for the tvo flras to achieve

compatibility. In the first case, compatibility can be

achieved unilaterally. I.e. It can be enforced by any one

firm. Thla occurs whenever a firm can make Ita components

compatible vlth Ita rival 'a by bullldlng a cheap

adaptord.e. by making them 'plug-compatible'), and vlll

thus be referred to aa 'the adaptor case'. In the second

case, compatibility can only arise If both flrma agree to

It. Such a altuatlon can arlae If each firm haa a choice

betveen tvo standards : a 'common knovledge' technology,

accessible to both firms and a technology vhlch Is

2Inaccessible to Its rival. In this setting, compatibility

can only prevail If both firms choose the common -knovledge

technology.

The consumers are uniformly dlatrlbuted on the unit

square (see figure # 1), where firm A Is located at the



Firm B

Firm A

1

FIGURE 1



origin, vhil* fir* B is located at th* point of coordinat**

(1, 1)"^.

A conauaar locatad at a point of coordinataa <g.»g^)

haa a prafarrad firat coaponant which ia g away fron flrn

A 'a firat coaponant and a prafarrad aacond coaponant vhich

o
ia g. avay froa A 'a aacond coaponant. Siailarly, tha

*diatancaa' batvaen tha conauaar'a prafarrad point and B's

o ocoaponanta ara l~g, and 1-g .

Each conauner haa prefarancaa rapraaantad by a utility

function vhich ia aaparabia in X, tha quantity of tha

syatea purchased, and a numeraire good Y t

U - V(X) Y

with I

C X^
V<X) . <| - d^-d2)X -

1^

where d ia the 'diatanca' between the consumer's preferred

specification of the i component and the aF>ecification of

the i component included in tha system.

Each consumer maximizes U(X, Y) subject to a budget

constraint, or, equivalantly, maxiaizes his/her surplus t

V<X) - PX
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vh*r* P la th» prlc* of th» system In t»ras of the

nuseralrs good. Inverting the first order condition of

this axlslzatlon problea yields the direct denand function

X C -D(d^*d^) - DP for all P a. t. X > O (1)

This Is Indeed Just a 'spatial' model vhere the

actual price paid by the consumers Is equal to the 'mill

price' P plus 'transportation costs' d d-

In such a framework, the consumer's choice of X is a

tvo-stage process. In the first stage, the consumer

chooses the system that maximizes her/his indirect surplus

function, i.e. the system J for which P * d »• d is

minimum . In the second stage, the consumer purchases

X C - DP units of the preferred system.

As a matter of convenience, it will be assumed that a

given individual consumes the two components of the system

in fixed proportions. Allowing the proportion to change

with prices would only make the computations harder. It

will also be assumed that every consumer purchases the two

components in the same proportion of \ units of good 1 to

each unit of good 2. From now on, X will be set equal to

1 ) the results for ?v ^ 1 can be found in appendix A.



II. EOUILIBRIUH PRICES

Troughout this •ctlon, it will b» ••uii*d that th*

vhol» Market la aervad, l.a. that

C-DCMIN <P^j*
'^ii^^ - ° '°^ '^-^ 9^*92 ^ tO,l], 1,3-A,B

vhere P ia the price of the ayatea X and d la the

*dlatance' between X and the best pref^erred aystem of a

consumer located at (g.^g^)* The cases where some

consumers are not aerved In equilibrium are dlacuaaed In

aection 5.

If all the conaumers purchaae the two componenta In

the aame proportion of one to one, a conaumer located at

(g.'Oo) will chooae fira A'a ayatea ^^aa^ over firm B'a

ayatem (X ) If and only If i

Bo

'*A
* ^1 * ^2 - ''b

* <^"9i>
* <A-92^

ao that conaumers will buy from A or 6 depending on whether

they are located below or above the line t

P -PB A
a ——— 1 - a <2)B2 2 ^1
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FIGURE 2



I J

Two CBBva nuBt b* conald»r»d (••• figur* # 2).

If P > P , firm A's profits can b* written as j

'^A
"

'^A

pz rZ-g,

o J
tC - D(P^ * fli * g2*'**^2 *^^1 <3)

P -P
where Z = —=— 1,

If P < P , firm A 'a profits can be written as :

""a
' ^

rW

Jo Jo -^o

tC - D(P^ * 9i * S2'^'^^2 '^^l

**i-g,

IC - D(P^ * 9i * 92'^*^92 *^®1 ^'*'

where W «

P -P
B A

Haxlalzlng (3) or (4) with respect to P and laposlng

syaaetry (I.e. P P ) In the first order conditions

yields :

DP? -<C*D)P, <C-io)
I 13 (5)



]k

the roots of vhlch ar* t

»• . i
f
E

I 2 [ D
* 1 * y c

Aa only the saall»r root satlsfleB th* second order

conditions for • saxlsua and firs B's aaxlslzatlon probless

yield the ease quadratic equation, the equlllbrlun price of

a systen under Incospatlbllity Is :

-1-v/C^ ^C 11 (6)

• C 2
P is positive for 5*3' which Is

when the whole sarket Is served.

always satisfied

g.gosjpatlblllt^

A consumer located at (g , g.) purchases component 1

fros firm A If and only If 1

''lA * 9l '^ ^B ^ ^ - 9l °'"'

9l ' 2
^i

This outlines four areas In the unit square <see



figure # 3).

-In squar* AA, g < T and g < T so that consunera

chooaa to buy both conponanta fro* fir* A.

-In aquara AB> g < T and g. > T ao that conauaers

buy tha flrat good froa A and tha a»cond good froa B.

-In aquara BA, g > T but g. < T_ ao that conaunera

buy the flrat good froa B and tha aecond good from B.

-In aquara BB. g > T and g_ > T ao that consuaera

buy both conponanta from flrn B.

Flrn A 'a profit function can therefore be written as t

T T

'^a
- ^^A ^ '*2A^ L L '^ - ^<^A*'*2A^9r92>^'^92 ^^^l

T. 1

^lA Jo Jx
2

' "^2

2A fC - D(P P l-a a ) Ida daJt Jq IB 2A ^1 «2 ^2 ^1

Haxlalzlng (7) with respect to P, . and Pja' ®"*^

laposlng aya»etry(l.e P, ^^P, d*P~a"P-,ij"'** ^" ***• flrat order
XA Xo 2A Zo

condltlona, one obtalna t

DP - ^2 * "8^ P t^ - ^3 »



AB



vh*r» P Is th» pric* of any co«pon*nt. The prlc* of th»

•^t*B und»r coapatlblllty (P 2P) la th»r*for»

d*t*raln»d by i

DP^ - IC * ^^)P I2C - D] O (8)
c 4 c

Again, only tha amallar root of (6) aatlaflas tha

second ordar condltlona for a aaxlaua ao that tha

aqulIlbrluB prlca of tha aystaas la i

1 \C 13 i,Q,^ 3 C 233
c 2 D 4 D 2D 16

(9)

• CI
P la poaltlva for

fc
^ 5 > which holda vhan tha vholi

aarkat la nmr^vd.

Ill PROFIT RANKINGS

Coaparlng (7) and (9), It can ba aaen that

P* > P* for all % >
c I D

l.a tha tvo flraa charge higher prlcea for their producta

when they aell coapatlble coaponenta than vhen they aell

Incoapatlble ayateaa. Thla la the reault of two effecta.

Flrat, the 'average dlatance travelled by cuatoaera'
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3la •Il»r und»r coBpatlblllty, falling from - undar

Incoapatlbillty to =• Horaovar, tha 'dlatanca travallad'

dacraaaaa for oonauaara locatad In tha araaa AB and BA and

ataya tha aaaa for conauaara locatad in AA or BB. Thla

iapllaa that avary Individual daaand function aithar ahifta

upvarda or ia unchangad.

Sacond, tha tvo firaa tand to bahava laaa aggreaaively

whan thay produca coapatibla conponanta than vhan thay aall

incoapatibla ayataaa. Figura #4 ahova tha araaa capturad

by a Biailar prlca cut by fira A undar Incoapatibility and

undar compatibility. Tha ahadad araaa ara fully

appropriatad by fira A vhila dottad araaa ara aharad by A

and B. In tha absenca of compatibility, any prica cut by

fira i incraaaaa ita aarkat ahara to tha datriaant of its

rival. With compatibility, a dacraaaa in tha prica of firm

I'a coaponanta incraaaaa fira i'a aarkat ahara not only by

diaplacing tha othar firm'a aalaa but alao by diaplacing

aoaa of ita ovn aalaa t cutting tha prica of ona component

vill incraaaa tha aalaa of all tha ayatama which includa

thia componant, i.a tha ayatam made of tha tvo coaponanta

produced by tha prica cutting firm and tha aystaa mada of

ona coaponant of aach firm. In othar vorda, undar

Incoapatibility firm i capturaa tha full banafita of ita

prica cut , vhila, vith compatibility, aome of theaa

banafita ara raapad by ita rival. It follova that tha

Incantiva to cut prica ia vaakar vhan tha firma produca

compatible gooda.



e

INCOMPATIBILITY

FIGURE » 4

COMPATIBILITY
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Th» two flr««' profits ar* alao largar whan coapatibl*

producta ara aold. Thla la aaally ahown by noting that tha

flraa' profit functlona can ba wrlttan aa:

rr^tPjJ
"i

C-DP,
with 1 - A,

B

n IP ] - P
c c c

C-DP
c D

4
with 1 « A, B

Slnca P -: P . and P i ;^=- » ^t auat ba tha casa that :

c 1 c 2D

^^IP*J > rrilPlicell
Daflnlng C aa tha coat of building adaptora to aaka a

flra'a coaF>onanta coapatlbla with Ita rival's, and C tha

coat to a firs of chooalng tha 'coaaoa knowladga'

technology rather than ita own, wa hava

tha following SPNEa.

1. In tha adaptor caaa, cowpatibility arisaa aa tha

unique equilibriua outcome if and only If 27 - U- C..^ ^ ' c I A

More precisely, there are three SPNEa. In two of thea, one

flra'a equilibriua strategy la 'coBpatibility ' , while the

other flra'a equilibriua strategy la ' incoapatibility ' . In

the third equilibriua, both firaa build adaptors. This

last equilibriua is of course Pareto Inferior to the other



two.

2. In th* cons*nsua cas*, both coapatlblllty and

Incowpatiblllty can aria* aa aqulllbriua outcowaa.

If R - Hr C , thara la a unlqua SPNE vhara aachc I c ^

flra chooaaa ita own tachnology.

If fl - At C , than thara ara two SPHE in purac I c '^

atrataglaa, ona whara both flrmm adopt tha coawon

tachnology and ona whara both flraa chooaa thair own

Incoapatlbla atandard. Howavar, both flraa would ba bettar

off In the conpatlblllty aqulllbrlun '

.

IV. WELFARE

Coapatlblllty haa two oppoalng •tfmctm on conauaar

aurplua. On ona hand, tha prlcea chargad by tha flraa

incraaaa with coapatlblllty, but, on tha othar hand, tha

3avaraga 'dlatanca' travallad by conauaara dacraasaa froa j

to ^. Tha flrat affact dBcr»Bmem conauaar aurplua while

tha aacond effect tenda to Increase It.

While It la not In general poaalble to deteralne the

lapact of coapatlblllty on global welfare. It la worth

noticing that all Indlvlduala will not be affected equally.

Going back to figure # 3, It la clear that conauaera

located in reglona AA and BB experience a decreaaa in their

welfare alnce they buy the aaae ayatema aa with

Incoapatlblllty <1. e. they 'travel' the aaae dlatanca) but
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r* charged • hlgh*r pric*. Th« fortun* of th» conauasra

locatad In tha AB and BA araaa la unclear. On tha ona

hand, th»y gat cloaar to thalr id»al ayataa apaciflca-

tlona(by aa auch aa 1 for an individual located at (0,1))

but, on tha othar hand, thay hava to pay a highar prlca.

• •
Aa P - P_ la alvaya aaallar than 1 howavar, aoaa conaumera

c I '^

ara alvaya aada battar off by a aova froa inconpatlblllty

to coapatlblllty.

Th* nat aff*ct of coapatlblllty on conauwar aurplua

and aoclal aurplua vlll ba darlvad in tha naxt aactlon for

tha slaplar case where consunera have zero-one demands.

V. MARKET INCOHPLETELY SERVED

In tha previous sections. It was assuaed that the two

firas were direct coapetitors, 1. e. that the whole aarket

was served and that the two flras actively competed for

customers at their market boundariea. However, this is

only verified if, at the equilibrium pricea, the consumer

who has to 'travel the largest distance' derives a poaltiv«

surplus from buying either good, i.e if

C-D<P** d d ) > when d^ d^ - 1

This condition is satisfied for both the compatibility and

8 C 13
the Inconpatlblllty equilibria if and only if ^ > -^ .
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C 13
For g < —5 hovvver, th» two firaa ar* not dlr»ctly

coap«ting vlth •ach othar and thair bahavior vilJ. dlffar

from tha ona daacrlbad aarllar.

Aa a aattar of convanianca, va ahall aaauaa in thla

•action that conau»«ra hava zaro/ona damanda. A consuaar

locatad at a diatanca d «' d of a ayatan aold at a prlca P

obtalna a aurplua of C-P-^<d ^-d.) whan purchaalng ona unit

of tha ayataa. \ aaaauraa tha amount of product

dlffarantlatlon batvaan tha two firaa' coaponants. Tha

cloaar X la to zero, tha closer aubatltutea tha tvo firms

products ara. Each consumer buys ona unit of the system

which yields the greater surplus, provided that this

aurplua Is positive. Depending on the level of the

reservation price C, different typea of equilibria eaerge.

They ara praaentad In table I. where P rapreaenta the

•qulllbrlua price of a ayataa, /Z the profit of each flra,

CS and SS the equlllbrlua conaumar and social surpluses,

AS the market area served by both firms and D the

'average dlatance' travelled by the conaumers who actually

buy one unit of a ayatem. All these varlablea are

displayed aa a function of C In figure # 5. Sketches of

the derivations are provided In appendix B.

S
For low reservation prices (i.e. for C < z>^K the two

firms are 'local monopolists' both in the compatibility and

in the incompatibility equilibria (Figure # 6 a). As in

the previous sections, compatibility yielda higher prices

and proflta than incompatibility. This la the result of



m

two mli^ctm Blaliar to th* on»a dlscuaavd in section 3.

First, coapatlblllty lncr»«a»s th* varlaty ol ayatama

avallabia ao that at any glvan prlca tha nuabar of

conauaara aarvad vlll ba largar than with Incoapatlblll-

ty. Thla doea not Imply that, In aqulllbrlua, a graatar

araa vlll ba aarvad undar coapatlblllty alnca prlcaa ara

higher. Thla la tha equivalent of the ahlft In Individual

deaand curves Mentioned In the firat part of tha paper.

Second, as before, the flrna have leas Incentlvea to cut

prlcea vhen they produce conpatlble components than when

9they sell Incoapatlble eyetems . However, as It will be

shown at the end of this section, the consequences of this

difference In price-cutting Incentives are not quite the

saae aa when the whole aarket la aerved.

With coapatlblllty, conauaara are hurt by higher

prices but gain froa an Increaae in the variety of systeas

• •
avallablet 1. e. < D^ ) and froa an Increase in the aarket

c 1

area served. Some consumers who would not be served with

Incoapatibillty are better off with compatibility, while

conaumers who would buy a system under both regimes are

worse off in a compatible induatry. Total conaumer aurplua

however la higher when firma produce compatible componenta.

As compatibility Increases both consumer surplus and

profits it also yields a higher social surplus and, in thla

restricted sense, can be said to be socially superior to

incompatibility.

5 3
For higher reaervatlon prices (i.e ^X < C < ^\ ), the
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Direct Cowpetlton

F^ . X

2X< C( 3X

3X < C

'i " I

CS. c -

ss, - c

AS. - 1

Bs" . 2f"
c c
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tvo llraia ar* still local Bonopollata if they produce

Incoapatlbla coMponanta, vhlla thay would be direct

coapetltora in a standardization equlllbrlua, so that the

nature of coapetltlon Is no longer the same In the

cospatlblllty and Inconpatlblllty equilibria. The lapact

of this discrepancy on equilibrium prices and profits is

analyzed at the end of thla section. In both cases, some

consumers are not served (Figure # 6 b). The rankings are

the same as for C < ^X , vlth one differences for C > 1.2S

\, the market area served at equilibrium prices is larger

vithout compatibility.

3
For intermediate reservation prices (i.e. ;^A < C <

2X),the type of compatibility equilibrium is unchanged,

vhile firms producing incompatible components share the

10whole market but without competing directly (Figure # 6

c). Again, prices and profits are higher with compatibi-

lity. A move from incompBtibility to compatibility

increases the variety of systems available to customers but

it raises their price and Increases the proportion of

consumers which are not served. The first effect dominates

and consumer surplus is larger with compatibility. Still,

some consumers are worse off when firms produce compatible

components (e.g. the consumer located at (0,0)).

For C greater than 2X the two firms are always direct

competitors. In the absence of compatibility, the whole

market is served, while some customers choose not to buy in

the compatibility equilibrium as long as C Is smaller than
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3\ (Flgur* # 6 d). Th« rankings ar* th» aaw* • In th*

last cas», vlth on» dlff*ranc» t for C > 2. 2X, conauacr

•urplua la now lovar vlth coapatlblllty. Still,

conpatlblllty Increaaaa aoclal aurplua.

Finally, for larga reservation prlcaa (l.a C > 3X),

the flras are direct competltora and the vhole market Is

served In both cases. As In section 1 through 4, the

prices and profits are higher with cowpatlblllty . Here

however, this only results fro* the firms' less agresslve

behavior In the conpatlblllty equilibrium since, with

zero/one demands and the whole market served, an increase

in the variety of systems available does not increase

demand as It did in section 1 through 4 As for lower

values of A, consumer surplus is lower and social surplus

is higher when firms sell compatible components.

The previous results hold for any positive amount of

product differentiation. As X decreases, the whole market

is served for lower values of C until, for homogenous

products, C > 3X s becomes the only relevant case.

Although social surplus is always larger with

compatibility, it does not follow that the firms' choice of

standard is always socially optimal. Socially suboptimal

outcomes can occur for two reasons.

First, when a consensus is required to achieve

compatibility, we have seen that there are two equilibria

in pure strategies, one of them leading to an incompatible

industry, even though social surplus is lower without
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coapatlblllty.

Second, th» aocial surplus reported In table I is

gross of standardization costs. If these costs are taken

Into account, suboptlmallty can arise whenever compatibi-

lity lovers consuser surplus:

1. Consensus case

Compatibility Is an equilibrium outcome If and only If

/Z_ - fl_ > C for both firms,
c z c

as both firms are Identical, this Is equivalent to

2fl* - 2C > 2Z7*
c c I

so that, If CS > CS, then CS 2/Z - 2C > CS_ 2iZ_, and
c I c c c I I

compatibility Is the socially optimal outcome.

If CS < CS_ however, we could have
c I

2fl - 2 C CS < CS_ * 2 U-
c c c I I

even If SS 2/Z CS Is larger than SS, = 2/Z_. CS, and
c c c III

• •
If 7Z - R. > C , 1. e. compatibility can be socially

c I c

suboptlmal even If It Is an equilibrium outcome and It

maximizes social surplus gross of standardization costs.

This would for example happen with \ =* \., C ^ 3 and C ^ •^.

2^Adaptor_Ca8e

Compatibility is an equilibrium outcome if and only if

R- - /Z- is greater than C. for at least one firm. In the
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two 'efflcl»nt' •qulllbrla, !.• vh»n only on* flrw builds

adaptors, th» net social surplus Is CS * 2R - C. so that
c c A

CS > CS Is a sufl^lclent condition for the cospatlble

equlllbrluM to be socially optimal. If CS < CS hovever,

the net social surplus sight be lover under compatibility

even though the gross social surplus Is higher and

compatibility la the unique equilibrium outcome. The same

reasoning applies to the 'Inefficient' equilibrium, where

both firms build adaptors , the net social surplus being

equal to CS * 2R - 2C..^ c c A

As CS Is smaller than CS, for large values of C, we
c I ^

can conclude that for high reservation prices and high <but

not prohibitive) costs of achieving compatibility,

compatibility Is the equilibrium outcome of the game, even

though Incompatibility vould be socially preferrable. This

occurs for example vlth X > 1, C * A and C * ;^. There can

thus be a tendency towards excessive standardization.

VI ALTERNATIVE IWTERPRETATIQH AND MARKET STRUCTURE

The results obtained In the last section can be

explained by the conblnatlon of three effects t

1. Compatibility Increases the variety of

systems available , thereby Increasing

Industry demand.

2. As explained In previous sections, the
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firms have leas Incentlvea to cut price

vhen standardization prevails.

3. The degree of conpetition between the

different sys terns available can be

affected by the firms' compatibility

decisions.

Let us abstract for a moment from the 'variety-

increasing' effect of compatibility and relate the impact

of standardization on the firms' price-cutting incentives

to the theory of multiproduct firms.

In our model, each firm sells tvo complementary goods.

If tvo such goods are sold by a monopolists, it is veil

knovn that their prices vill be lover than if each good

vere sold by a separate firm. This is 8<^ because the

multiproduct monopolist realizes that cutting the price of

one component increases the demand for its tvo goods. In

other vords, the multiproduct firm internalizes the

complementarity links betveen the tvo products vhile tvo

single-product firms do not. Consequently, under similar

cost conditions, the profits of the multiproduct firm are

higher than the sum of the profits that vould be obtained

by tvo single-good sellers.

In a sense our results are just an application of this

principle since, as argued in earlier sections, firms

Internalize the complementarity effects more fully vhen

their systems are incompatible than vhen compatibility

prevails. When the tvo firms are local monopolists, it
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follows that prices ar* lover without compatibility.

Moreover, the profits of a compatible industry are less

12than twice the profits of an incompatible industry,

meaning that 'full internalization' of complementarity

effects does indeed increase profits when the firms do not

compete directly.

When firms are direct competitors however, this

analysis no longer holds. It is still true that, due to a

greater internalization of complementarity links, each firm

will set lower prices under incompatibility

for any given level of its rival's prices. However, as the

firms' reaction functions are now Increasing in their

rival's prices, such a behavior drives the

equilibrium prices farther down, hurting profits. This

becomes especially clear as soon as the whole market is

served as the increased price-cutting incentives drives the

equilibrium prices down without increasing the firms'

equilibrium market shares : the monopolists' blessing has

turned into a curse for the full competitors.

This analysis suggests that our results depend heavily

on the assumption that each firm sells a full set of

components. This is confirmed by a comparison of table I

with table II where the two integrated firms have been

replaced by four independent single-good producers and

where 'incompatibility' refers to an industry where only

two different 'systems' can be assembled. With such an

Industry structure, there is not any difference in the
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d*gr»» of internalization of conplementarlty links in the

compatibility and incompatibility equilibria since the

firms alvays ignore these effects. The only Impact of

standardization is to increase variety, augmenting the

market area served at any given prices. It follows that,

as long as it does not change the nature of competition

(i.e. as long as local monopolies or full competiton emerge

in both subgames), the compatibility decision does not have

any effect on equilibrium prices and that the ratio between

Industry profits vlth and without compatibility goes from

two to one as the reservation price Increases. As prices

are unchanged, standardization increases consumer surplus

and thus social surplus < net or gross of standardization

costs) as long as the whole market Is not served. For

Intermediate values of the reservation price however the

standardization decision does effect the nature of

competition in the

last stage of the game since direct competition between

systems arise more rapidly in a compatible industry. This

third effect explains why, even with four single-product

firm, equilibrium prices can be higher when standardization

prevails. When systems compete with each other, a given

price cut captures a lesser amount of new consumers than

when each system enjoys a local monopoly because some of

the consumers to be captured could get some positive

consumer surplus by buying another system. It follows

that, for intermediate reservation prices (i.e. A < C < 3X),
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the firms Incentives to cut prices are lover, and thus

equilibrlua prices are higher in a compatible industry.

VII PARTIAL COMPATIBILITY

In the tvo-stage game, it was assumed that the firms'

only possible choices vere incompatibility and full

compatibility. However, it might also be possible for a

firm to choose partial compatibility, i.e to make its first

component, for example, compatible with the other firm's

second component, without making its second good compatible

with its rival's first good: some manufacturers ' razor

blades fit oth^r firmcn' razors while their own razors are

not compatible with other blades. However, examples of

such designs are rare, which suggests that partial

compatibility might usually be a dominated strategy.

The four possible situations are illustrated in figure

# 7. If X,. is compatible with X__ but X,_ is not
1

A

2B X B

compatible with X , the consumers must choose between

three systems : X , X _ and X , so that the unit square
AA Ac DO

will be divided as in figure # 8. Comparing figure # 6 to

figures # 2 and # 3, shows that partial compatibility is an

intermediate case both in terms of 'average distance

travelled' and in terms of aggressivity. This is confirmed

by the results shown in table #3. For all positive

reservation prices, partial compatibility yields profits
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Local Monopolists

li\

C< |\

P =P = -
lA 2B 4

;?•= ^^

• • c
P =P = r_
2A IB 12

864X
CS 8C'

2 281A sex

by :

Competitors, Not Whole Market Served

lA
P->,» = P and P.„ = P^»
2B IB 2A

O are determined

-P^-20^-9PQ 4PC-10XP*60C-3X0-2C^-X^*4AC = O

•llP^*90^*2P0*2PC-aXP-a0C-4X0-X^-4>.C = O

^ <C<2. 2.M

c
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Whole Market Served

P = P = .8215>.
lA 2B ^B = ''2A = -^2^^

2. 2X<C

/Z = . 587X CS = C - 1.797A
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AB
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vhlch are higher than with incompatibility but lover than

with full compatibility and is thus a dominated strategy.

The equilibrium price of the compatible component is higher

than the price of the incompatible component, reflecting

the by now familiar difference in price cutting incentives

: the firm fully appropriates the benefits from a cut in

the price of its incompatible component, while the benefits

from a cut in the price of its compatible components are

shared with its rival.

VIII BUNDLING

In our analysis so far, firms were only allowed to set

the price of each of their components. However, it is

commonly observed that multiproduct firms tend to offer

discounts to customers who purchase several elements of

their product line. This type of behavior can be captured

by allowing the firms to charge a price P * ^14 * ^2±

<i * A,B) to consumers who choose to buy the whole system

from the same firm. This yields a three stage game where

the firms first determine their standards, then choose

whether or not to offer discounts on their complete

13
systems, before finally competing on prices

It will be assumed throughout that the firms can

actually charge a lower price for their 'bundle' than for

the sum of their two separate components, i.e. arbitrage
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< 'debundllng ' ) Is ruled out.

The first thing to notice is that the opportunity to

bundle does not affect the results vhen components are not

compatible across firms since the consumers would never

vant to buy separate elements anyvay. If compatibility

prevails however, bundling will significantly effect price

competition between the two firms in the last stage of the

game.

In order to keep the computations manageable, we will

only consider the two extreme cases of local monopolies and

direct competition with the whole market served. It will

be shown that these two polar cases yield rather different

outcomes. Finally, it will be assumed, as in section V,

that consumers have ero/one demands for the system.

1. Local Wonopolists

As before, this is the case where the markets area

served by different systems do not touch .

If there is compatibility and both firms choose to

bundle, then firm i's maximization problem is :

P CC-P ]2 P,^CC-P -P 3^ P2i'^-^r''2i^^
MAX — ^ • -^

J=
^ * -=^ ^ ^^

where j,l = A, B ± t i and P is the price

charged for firm i's complete system. The first order
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conditions of this problem can be solved fori

I 3

P - P = -
II 21 4

so that:

^ 432^2

If only one firm (e.g. firm A) chooses to bundle, then

Its maximization problem Is the same as above while the

non-bundling firm solves:

P.r,fC-P.„-P^ 1 P^oCC-P, -P^„]
„.„ IB IB 2A 28 lA 28
MAX 2 * 2

P,g,P2B 2>. 2a

^^-^18-^28^^
^^8^^28^

so that

P* = ^
A 3

. • ^ 26 ^ >156 ^
lA 2A 124

P,^ = P- ..
46 - 3^56 ^ ^ Q Qg ^

IB 28 124

jz* i^ o. las ^

i7„ =i 0.0965 ^8 .2

Comparing these results to those obtained without

bundling (table I), it appears that :
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^BN " ^HH * ^BB " "^B

where /Z ie a firm's profit when it chooses to bundle

vhile its rival does not offer a discount on its complete

»
system. Similarly, R is a firm's profit vhen neither

NN

firm "bundles*. The rest of the notation is straight-

forward.

This is a prisonner's dilemma : both firms will choose

to bundle even though they would be better off if they

could agree not to bundle.

Given that its rival only sets a price for separate

components, a firm increases its profit by bundling because

of two effects. First, when selling the bundle, the firm

fully internalizes the complementarity links between its

two components, which is beneficial in the case of local

monopolies. Second, as P > P
. „, firm A enjoys a 'free

1 A i o

ride' at the expense of its rival since the demand for the

'mixed systems' is determined by the sum of the prices of

their two components. In other words, A gets a larger

share of the revenues from the mixed systems than B. This

last effect also explains why iZu- is smaller than ^„„>No NN

The fact that bundling is also a best response to

bundling results from similar effects, i. e. internalization

of complementarity effects and avoidance of the 'free

rider' phenomenon.

Finally, an equilibrium with bundling yields lower
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profits than a situation without bundling. There are two

opposing effects Involved here. On the one hand, bundling

leads the firms to Internalize the complementarity links

between their components more fully, increasing the profit!

realized on their own full systems. On the other hand

however, the firms charge higher prices than before on

their single components (less internalization of

complementarity there), decreasing their profits on the

'mixed systems'. This second effect dominates.

In the bundling equilibrium, the expressions for

consumer surplus, area served, average distance travelled

and social surplus
(
gross of standardization and bundling

costs) are :

91 C •
CS„ = Z, < CS

AS- = =^ < AS
B 2 c

36A

B 225X c

• 67C •
SS„ = ^-> < SS

B 2 c
137X

so that the bundling equilibrium is socially inferior to

the non-bundling equilibrium : the increased number of
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buyers af homogenous systems who are served does not

compensate for the decrease In the number of buyers of

heterogenous systems vho are served. Also, more 'distant'

buyers of the homogenous systems are served, while buyers

of heterogenous systems who are closer to their Ideal

system specification are neglected.

2. Direct Competitors

When the components are compatible across firms and

both firms choose to bundle, their maximization problem Is

(see Figure # )

:

MAX —i {tP ^P *^-P IfP *P *A-P ]

[P P P P -P -P 3 >

ij 11 2J 21 1 J

4a

3 ^^*^-'*ir'*2i^^^*^-^j-^2j
4a

where 1, J = A, B i^^J.

Imposing symmetry In the first order conditions, one gets:
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so that:

P* ^ 1.667X

P^^ ' P^^ ^ 0.9167X

n' ^ O. 8391^

These results hold as long as firms are Indeed full

competitors at the equilibrium prices, l.e as long as:

c > 2. eevh.

If firm A Is the only one to bundle, the maximization

problems are:

Pa
WAX ^ < C>^*P, .P-,r,-P. ]C>^-^P.„*P-,.-P. 3

2 lA 2B A IB 2A A
^A'^1A'^2A

^^'

4fP, .P-^.-P J^>
2 lA 2A a

* :7l^^^^-^A-^2B^^^*^B-^A^
4a

''2A-=^tX*P -P,„-P^. ][a*P^„-P^^]
^^2 A IB 2A 2B 2A
4A

P '•'P

o
"^^ "^7;2^*^^*^A-^B^^'^^^2A-^2B^4^^A^^2A-^^^^

.!lB^X.P^-P^3-P2^M?..P23-P2^J.-HicX.P^-P^^-P2B3tX.P^3-P^^]
4A 4A



Solving the eyatem of first order conditions, one gets:

=i 1.56A

= P =; 1. 15X
A 2A

B 2B

/Z =i 0.e641X

ff* =1 0.7791X
a

Comparing these results to those obtained In the

absence of bundling (table 1), It appears that:

"nN ^ ^BN ^ "bB " "nB

so that both firms vlll choose not to bundle, which Is

Indeed the best they can do. That this Is In sharp

contrast to the results derived for local monopolists

should not be surprising given our discussion In section &.

Bundling Increases the extent of Internalization of the

complementarity links between a firm's own components,

leading to more price-cutting vhlch can only harm profits

since the whole market Is served anyway. The fact that

^uu * ^Du just says that the losses from such harmful
NN dN

price-cutting outweigh the benefits to the bundling firm of

the 'free rider' phenomenon described earlier.

If both firms were to bundle, consumer surplus and

social surplu8<gross of standardization costs) would be

given by:
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CS* ^ C - 2. 272>. > CS*
B c

SS* ^ C - 0. 5938X < SS*
B c

As bundling decreases all the equilibrium prices vhlle

leaving the number of systems available unchanged. It must

Increase consumer surplus. Hovever, this Is not sufficient

to make up for the loss In profits so that non-bundling Is

socially preferable to bundling.

X^CONCLUSION

We have developed a stylized model where two firms

produce two-component systems. The firms have to decide

whether or not to make their systems compatible with their

rival's before competing on prices. The symmetric perfect

Nash equilibrium of this two-stage game has been shown to

depend on how compatibility can be achieved. If it can be

enforced unilaterally (adaptor case), then product

compatibility arises and is always socially optimal

provided that there are no costs to achieving

standardization. If compatibility requires a consensus

however, there are two equilibria in pure strategies, one

involving standardization and the other leading to

incompatibility.

This, of course, does not mean that standardization
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will generally tend to prevail or that It is always

desirable. Any cost incurred to achieve compatibility,

such as additional research and development expenditures,

will reduce the firms' incentives to produce compatible

components and should be deducted from the social surplus

before making any welfare judgement. It has indeed been

shown that if the costs of standardization and the

reservation prices are sufficiently high, the firms will

tend to choose compatibility even though an incompatible

industry would be socially preferable. Also, network

externalities, which were left out of our model, are

certainly important in many industries and will, other

things being held equal, increase the desirability of

product standardization. Their impact on the firms'

incentives to standardize, as analyzed by Katz and

Shapiro( 1985 > , should also be weighted against the

Incentives identified in this paper before any conclusion

is drawn. Finally, the adoption of a common standard by

independent firms is an essentially dynamic progress. This

dimension, examined by Farrell-Saloner (1985, 1986) and

Katz-Shapiro ( 1986 ) cannot of course be captured in our

purely static model.

We have also argued that, by increasing the number of

systems available, product compatibility increases the

range of consumers ' choice, an apparent contradiction of

Farrell and Saloner's claim that product standardization

necessarily reduces product differentiation. However, the
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two propositions refer to two different aspects of product

diversity. On the one hand, product compatibility

Increases the number of 'systems' among which consumers can

choose, but, on the other hand, it might not be technically

possible for the firms to produce compatible components

without making their products more similar in other

respects, i.e without reducing the diversity of similar

components produced by different firms. The compatibility

which prevails in the home stereo industry increases the

number of stereo systems that a consumer can assemble, but

it might also have been achieved at the cost of reducing

the variety of features displayed by, for example, the tape

decks produced by different manufacturers.

Even if one disregards such technical constraints, the

degree of product differentiation between similar

components might not be independent of whether or not they

are compatible across manufacturers. This issue was

avoided by assuming that the firms' 'locations' were

exogenously determined. An Interesting extension would be

to allow firms to choose both their 'location' and their

price. In the framework of this paper however, familiar

non-existence problems would arise (see Gabslewicz and

Thlsse for example). We hope to address this Issue in a

future paper where entry occurs sequentially and involves

some sunk cost.

The most significant contribution of this paper might
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well be to underline the Importance of explicitly modelling

'systems' as combinations of components. Not only does

such an approach reveal several effects which had been

ignored so far, it is also a necessary first step toward

the analysis of more realistic market structures. By

treating 'systems' as single goods, one implicltely assumes

either that every firm in the industry produces a full line

of components or that firms sell a single component to

consumers who have already bought the rest of the 'system'.

Needless to say, this does not always fit the observed

industry patterns. In the computer industry, only a few

firms can be said to produce full systems (e.g. IBM); many

others produce a single component (software, printers, . . .

)

jr Just a few of them. The same observation holds foi the

amateur photography industry where Kodak produces films and

cameras , while Pentax and Nikon, for example, do not sell

films.

Other interesting cases are industries where one firm

has a monopoly in the production of one of the components

and industries where all the components are mostly produced

by single product firms. Only by explicitely recognizing

the multicomponent nature of the systems sold can we hope

to understand the behavior of the firms operating in these

14markets . We believe that this is a fruitful direction

for future research.
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FOOTNOTES

1. It Is assumed that there Is not any repeat purchase.

With repeat purchase, a firm might want to set a low

Initial price In order for consumers to choose the

'computer' compatible with their product. For an

analysis of the case where consumers rationally

expect such a pricing strategy, see N. Galllnl ( 1986 )

.

2. Or cannot be used profitably by Its rival.

3. The * location' of the firms Is exogenous. The

significance of this assumption Is discussed In the

conclusion.

4. The Indirect surplus function of a consumer located

at <g ,g ) and paying P for the system Is :

tC - D<P*d d )]

S =
2D

and Is maximized by choosing the system with the

lowest P d + d .

5. Alternatively, (3) and (4) could be maximized with

respect to the prices of Individual components

without effecting the results.

6. The Intercept of the demand function, C-D(d d ),

increases as d^d decreases.

7. Compatibility would be the outcome of the unique
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SPNE If the first stage of the game vere to be

played sequentially.

6. More precisely the necessary and sufficient

condition for the whole market to be served at the

C 13
equilibrium prices are =- > —5 with compatibility and

C 4
=- > ;^ with incompatibility.

9. Even when firms are local monopolists, compatibility

reduces the firms' price cutting incentives, as

shown in appendix C.

10. In the sense that their potential market areas do

not overlap, i.e :

C - P - 1 =

11. More precisely, the 'demand effect' disappears as

soon as, at the equilibrium prices prevailing under

compatibility, producers of incompatible systems

would serve the whole market, i.e as soon as:

C - F* - X '

c

12. Without a difference in price-cutting incentive, we

would have R = 2 /Z_ since, at equal prices, the
c I

firms serve an area twicw as large with compatibi-

lity.

13. The order of the first two moves is unimportant.
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14. Indeed, some of the cases mentioned can be examined

by modifying slightly the model presented here.
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APPENDIX A

Assume that the consumers want to purchase the two

components In a proportion of r units of good 1 to l-r

units of good 2. Figure # 8 shovs hov this affect the

areas captured by tvo firms vho sell incompatible systems

As an example, let us examine the case where r is

smaller than one half. Firm A's profits are :

1 X-Cr/(l-r)]

"a = ^A wQ J

[C - D(P g g_)]dg_ dg

.

a ^1 **2 ^2 ^1

P -P
B Awhere X =i-r-T r* The first order condition is

4 <
1 -r )

(C-DP )r

<c-DP^,x - ^x - -^TTTF^
CX(l-2r) Cr<2-3r)
2(l-r)

<l-r)

PJ-DX
(C-DP )

4<l-r )

DX Dr
4(l-r ) 2<l-r )

D(l-2r

)

I

a(l-r)^J
CI]

If the two firms produce compatible components, the

equilibrium price P is independent of r.

Substituting values for r into 11] and solving the
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resulting quadratic equation for the smaller root It

appears that P P still holds.
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APPENDIX B

I. INCOMPATIBILITY

B. Local monopolist

Firm A chooses P to maximize n
A A

2^
^ (C-P )^, which

yields P
C
3" For the two firms markets to be disjoint.

It must be the case thar C-P < X or C < ^>». The average

distance travelled Is given by :

2C 2C
r3A

AS,

r3A

O ^

<9^ 92> ^92 '^^l

where AS
AC

' 9A^

b. Adjacent markets

Firm A sets P so that Its market touches firm B's

market : P = 2C - 2?» - P . Imposing symmetry yields
A o

P = C-X. The consumer surplus and the average distance
a

'travelled' are obtained In the same way as for direct

competitors.
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rZ.1/2 r^1/2

FIGURE 9
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c. Direct competition

n. = P

P -P P -P
, B A , B A

dg2°'9i

Imposing symmetry on the flrt order condition yields P = >»

The consumer surplus Is given by :

1 1-g,

(C-X-Xg^-Xg2)dg2dg^

0-^0

II. COMPATIBILITY

a. Local monopoly

P P P
"» = = <C-P.,-P^.) * ^<A-P.,-P^„)
A _^2 lA 2A _^2 lA 2B

P 22A•^^
<A-P -P )

2^2 * ^lA ^2A
'

Imposing symmetry on the first order conditions yields the

equilibrium prices. The two firms markets are disjoint at

theses prices if and only if A-P. .-P^. < 2 or A < ^X.

The consumer surplus is given by
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3C 3C _

-J

3C
5 ^1 ^^2^ ^^2^^^!

The average distance 'travelled Is :

3C 3C
rSX

AS

r5>»

O -"

<g^ * g^) clg^dg^

^* 18 Cwhere AS = —
^ 25X2

b. Direct competitors, not whole market served

P. .P^. f P^„-P
lA 2A

P.^ P, P. ^P. X P-,. P,2B 2A IB- lA j.^ IB lA 2A 2B
X X 2X

1=^
P r P -P P -P P ^P P ^P^A \ 2A 2B /iB lA /iB lA 2A 2B

X A 2X

1'^ 2A
P -P P -P P P P P

,, lA IB,,, 2B 2A, ^,. IB lA 2A 2B
CI*

^^
]C1+

^^
3 - 2C1* ^A A 2a

A

Maximizing n with respect to P and P and using

symmetry yields the equilibrium price.
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The market Is not completely served If and only if

A-P < /\ where P is the equilibrium {price of a system,

is equivalent to A < 3?v. The firms potential markets

overlap if and only if A-P > ^, or A > ^A.

The consumer surplus is given by :

Thii

fX X̂
2 r 2

4{

1

r2

C-P-

(C-P-Ag^-Xg2)dg2dg^

C-P-g

(C-P-Xg^-Xg^j^g^^g^)

c. Direct competition, whole market served

P -P P -P P -P
.A 2B 2A,,1 B lA, _ ,1 2A 2B

,
77 = (P P ) < — ) (

— -^ ) + P ( — )

A lA 2A 2 2X 2 2X lA 2 2X

P -P P -P P -P
,1 IB lA, „ ,1 lA 1B,,1 2B 2A,
2 2X 2A 2 2X 2 2X

Maximizing with respect to P and P_ and imposing

symmetry in the first order conditions yield the

equilibrium price P = 2X. At this price, the whole

market is served if and only if A-2X > 1 or A > 3X.
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The consumer surplus is given by t

1 1

r2f>2

<C-2^-Xg^-^g2)dg^dg2

III. PARTIAL COMPATIBILITY

Local Monopolists

P +P C-P -P P C-P -P
lA 2A , lA 2A,2 lA , lA 2B,2

^A = 2 ' X ' * -2- f
X

^

Setting P, . = P^q = P, the price of each firm's compatible
i A ^D

component, and P.p = P-. = in the first ot der conditions

yields :

IIP^ * 30^ 6PQ - lOPC - 40C 2C^ =

3P^ 3Q^ 6P0 - 4PC - 40C * C^ -
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2C 2C

CS = 2
3\ 3\ ~ 9l

C2C ->.g -Xg ]dg dg
_ 3X

C C
2X

O J

g.2X "1
CC -?kg^ ->.g23dg2dg^

Competitors, Not Whole Market Served

rr^ -. "jtAllL CX^-Z^] . ^ lY^-Z^-W^D

where X =

C-P -P
lA 2A

C-P -P
^ ^ '^Ik ^2B
Y = r and

2C-2P, ^-P^^-Por,-^lA 2A 2B
2A

Imposing P,.= P_-, = P and P,-, = P_. = Q In the first order
XA 2d Xo 2A

conditions, one gets:

-P^-20^-9P0*4PC-10XP*60C-3^0-2C^-?i^*4AC = O

-llP^-»9Q^*2P0*2PC-8^P-a0C-4X0-^^*4^C o

Whole Market Served

2 2
'^A = P tXd-Y) XY ^3 * P^^ CXY ^ j-3

P -P P -P
IB lA 1 _, „ 2B 2A 1

,here X = -^ ^ and Y = ^^^ * ^
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1 3

CS*2 tC-1.14>.-Xg^-?vg2ldg^dg2

0^0

4^0

CC-l. 14X-Xg^-Xg2]dg^dg2

4

0-*

[C-1.65X-\g^-X(i.-g^)ldg^dg^
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APPENDIX C

Even when firms are 'local monopollsta
' , price cutting

Incentives are lover vith product compatibility.

Define q(P ), the demand for system X when systems

do not directly compete vith each other. With consumers

uniformly distributed on the square, q'(P ) < O. With

incompatibility, firm A's maximization problem is :

MAX CP^^ . P^^D q(P^^)

^lA ^2A

After imposing P, . = P_, = P^ j j.v ^.^ ** lA 2A I in the first order

conditions, they can be rewritten as :

q(2P*) 2P* q'<2P*) =0 (1>

With compatibility, the first order conditions can be

written as :

2q(2P*) 3P* q'<2P*) = O <2)
c c c

Comparing (1) and <2), it is clear that P > P .

Intuitively, a switch from incompatibility to compatibility

has two opposing effects on the firms' incentives to cut
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prices. On the one hand, cutting prices Increases demand

by more with compatibility ( at given prices, 3q ' > 2q ' )

.

On the other hand. It also Implies a larger loss of revenue

on "existing sales" ( 2q Instead of q). The latter effect

dominates.
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